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BRAND NEW 
WORLD 

Attracting legions of Irrationally Loyal Fans  
to your brand
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“Branding is sex”
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Think about your in-store experience…
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…Now think about your e-shop
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Emotions drive your customers

Forrester study: Emotions fuel your brand
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There is no sex without seduction

Forrester study: TEI on ibbü by iAdvize

An online shopper engaged with a proactive, 
rich, authentic and personalized conversation…

… is 3.25 times more 
likely to make a purchase

… spends 12% 
more per order

… is 2.2 times more likely 
to make a repeat purchase
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Leverage conversation to 
transform your e-shop into a 

destination



DEB GABOR 

CEO Sol Marketing
8 Hour Brand



BORN TO BRAND



Which brands  
inspire 

IRRATIONAL BRAND LOYALTY? 



What can we learn from a brand 

that killed customers? 





Why are we 
even talking 
about this?

Retail as a service 

Product-free / experiential retail 

Digitally native retail 

The rise of voice 

The Amazonification of the world 

Brand as culture 

Social shopping 

Customer-centricity and personalization are  
baseline requirements  
The machines are taking over: AI, Bots, IoT 



WHAT IS A
BRAND?



The  
collective emotional response  

to your product or service 



EXPECTATIONS



MEMORIES



a RELATIONSHIP



Differentiation that’s  
meaningful



a PROMISE





an  
INTANGIBLE ASSET 



a FINANCIAL ASSETa



BrandZTM Top 100 most valuable global brands



A BRAND  
is a story



YOUR BRAND  
is your story



REPTILIAN BRAIN: automatic response  

LIMBIC BRAIN: why  

NEOCORTEX: rational/thinking brain 

THE BRAIN



98% of what the brain does 
happens outside of awareness 

95% of decisions  
happen outside the neocortex

*Dr. Michael S. Gazzigniga, NYT 2011 
**Baba Shiv, Harvard Business Review, 2013



BRAND or
be branded





Start thinking of yourself as a brand



Start thinking of your brand  

as an experience





Defining core brand DNA



THE BRAND VALUES PYRAMID

  TODAY’S OPTIONS PACKAGES 
ARE TOMORROW’S STANDARD 

EQUIPMENT



the  
IDEAL CUSTOMER ARCHETYPE



Who is the customer worth the 
most over the long-haul? 



Who is the customer who is most 
profitable and a delight to 

serve? 



Who will keep buying from you  

AGAIN AND AGAIN?



Who is your brand’s champion? 



What do they LOOK like?  
What is their day like? 

What keeps them up at night?  
What are they AFRAID of? 

What are their GOALS? 
What are their CHALLENGES? 

What makes them feel SEXY? 



Defining core brand DNA



BRAND SWAGGER QUESTIONS

  What does it say about a customer that 
they use your brand?



BRAND SWAGGER QUESTIONS

What is the singular benefit customers 
get from you they can’t get from  

ANYONE else? 



BRAND SWAGGER QUESTIONS

How do you make your customer  
the hero in his or her own story? 



How is branding like  
SEX?



The job of branding is to make 
your CUSTOMER 

 the HERO 



What role do you play in 
your CUSTOMER’S 

HERO STORY?





Hangry?

Hero Jester Explorer Everyman Lover



BRAND Manifesto 











Bonus  
 
MAD-LIBS  
BRAND MANIFESTO

◇ We are for: 
◇ Here’s what we know for sure:  
◇ We believe in:  
◇ We want to live in a world where: 
◇ We embrace: 
◇ We want nothing more than to: 
◇ We care deeply about: 
◇ We hope to one day: 
◇ We feed off: 
◇ We will be responsible for: 
◇ We will show the world:



Free 
chapter 
download 

TEXT: 

DEBGABOR  
to  

44222 



Let’s start 
SOMETHING
512.554.1538 
deb@debgabor.com 

4807 Spicewood Springs Rd.  
Building 2, Suite 200  
Austin, Texas 78759
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